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USDINR
On the daily chart, USDINR is trading in broad range where it is exhibiting triangle pattern. Pair is
mostly swinging in range of 5/- between 77 to 72 levels. Recently pair tested high of 75 and from
there we are again observing down swing and currently it has reached 73.70 levels. As pair is holding
below 50 DMA and RSI is also heading downwards which is indicating bears are in charge. We expect
this bearish trend to continue and further fall towards 73.50 is possible. On upside resistance is at
73.85 and 74, if USD moves above 74 then there could be resumption in up move.

JPYINR
On the daily chart, JPYINR is range bound from last seven months between 69 to 72 levels. In this
range bound movement it has made rectangle pattern where higher levels are acting as resistance. In
recent upswing it tried to move above this resistance zone which is between 71.50 to 72.50 levels but
failed to sustain. From last three session pair has made bearish candles and it has again slipped into
the pattern. But at this very levels we are seeing 50 DMA is placed. We expect this to act as short term
support and some bounce back could be seen towards 71 levels.
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Nickel
Nickel is in impulsive wave from low of 850 levels which it tested in panic low in month of March. From
there it is moving in only one direction which is up. Price is holding in rising channel and it is making
higher top higher bottom formation. In this rise price has already crossed 200 and 50 DMA levels. RSI and
volume is still indicating strength in bullish trend. In yesterday’s session significant jump of 22/- was seen
where it made strong bullish candle. We expect this trend to continue and further rise to 1275 is possible
till Nickel holds above 1235.

Lead
Lead on daily chart is holding in rising channel where it is exhibiting higher top higher bottom formation.
Price made low of 118 in month of March and from thereon it is in bullish trend. Recently it tested high
of 165 levels but it slipped into corrective mode for next five sessions. But from last three sessions we
are again observing resumption of rally and price jumped by 2.25%. In this significant gain price was able
to engulf last three day’s candle which is bullish indication. We expect this trend to continue and further
high of 165 is possible.
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